ENGLISCH
Rope course rules of the Seil- & Adventurepark Zürich – Kloten GmbH
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The rope course rules have to be read and signed by every visitor before climbing.
Climbing in the rope course carries risks; therefore everyone has their own responsibility.
The insurance is everyone’s own responsibility.
The rope course can be used from the 4th birthday on. People suffering from physical or mental
illnesses presenting a danger to their own or other peoples’ health and safety are not permitted
to the rope course. People under the influence of alcohol, drugs or strong medication are refused
access to the rope course. Furthermore persons scared of heights aren’t allowed to climb.
Looking after your own children has to be done as the instructor explains also you can check the
written form on the webpage or the information board.
16 and 17 year olds have to inform their legal guardian of their plans to visit the rope course.
Taking along objects on the course like jewellery, mobile phones, cameras etc. is forbidden. Using
these objects could bring risks for yourself or others. Additionally smoking, drinking and eating
isn’t allowed on the course.
Long hair has to be tied up. It is not allowed to wear skirts or open shoes like Flip-flops.
Sports/casual wear and shoes with a good profile (good sneakers or walking boots) are
recommended.
Every visitor aged 6 (kids) or older has to participate in a theoretical and practical safety
instruction before climbing the easiest route of their age (kids: yellow, 8+: blue). Uncertain points
have to be answered by a rope course instructor.
The visitors are obligated to watch out for one another. On each platform a maximum of 3
persons are allowed. On every element max. 1 person. On the starting platform 10 persons are
allowed.
Rental equipment (harness, gloves, cable pulley etc.) must be used according to the instructions
of use and given directives. The material has to be returned to the ticket office unasked after the
rope course visit. Any damage detected or drops must be reported to the rope course staff. If
you take off the equipment in between the rope course period, the harness has to be checked
again by an instructor before further use. Personal equipment is no allowed.
It’s forbidden to jump into the cable pulley or swinging around.
To protect the trees and their roots we kindly ask you to only use the built paths.
Visitors not acting by the safety rules must hand in their equipment straight away. In that case
we will not offer any refund.
If the rope course staff decides to close the course due to higher forces such as storm or heavy
rain, instructions must be followed and we will not offer any refund.
Place of jurisdiction is Kloten.
Seil- & Adventurepark Zürich – Kloten GmbH refuses liability for any damage in case of disregard,
evasion or violation of the rules.
By signing the paper of agreement the visitor approves the acceptance of the rules above.
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